
Acting under the Silver Purchase Act (SPA) of 1934, the Treasury Department monetized a 
significant amount of silver bullion in 1945-46, which in turn allowed them to increase outstanding 
silver certificates by $426 million.1 

The amount of bullion monetized was the most since 1936, and exceeded the entire amount 
monetized from 1947-62. It stands as their last serious effort to increase the supply of circulating 
silver certificates before Congress repealed the SPA in 1963. 

Silver Purchase Act 
President Franklin Roosevelt signed the SPA into law on July 19, 1934. It was another New 

Deal policy intended to generate economy activity through increased liquidity from an inflated money 
supply, in this case silver certificates. 

The act authorized the secretary of the treasury to purchase silver as necessary to maintain 
the stock of monetized silver at one-quarter the value of the treasury's combined silver and gold 
monetary reserves. It required him to then issue silver certificates to the full value of such silver 
purchased. 

SPA essentially actuated the terms of the Pittman Amendment to the Gold Reserve Act of 
1934. That amendment made silver bullion the primary reserve for circulating silver certificates, in 
addition to existing silver dollars. In concert with the act's language, the Treasury permanently ended 
the minting of silver dollars by U.S. mints. 
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The one dollar-for-one certificate reserve requirement was established in the 1878 Bland-Allison 
Act that defined the silver certificate. Although Congress repealed Bland-Allison in 1893, the Treasury 
dutifully adhered to the mechanism into the 1930s. By then the process had become superfluous as few 
silver dollars actually were circulating: in 1934, 495 million--92% of the total stock--were stored in 
Treasury vaults.2 

Going into 1934, the process for issuing silver certificates went counter to Roosevelt's New 
Deal economic plans, especially his intention to quickly inject large amounts of money into circulation. 
The Gold Reserve Act facilitated this by allowing the Treasury to immediately monetize silver bullion 
without having to wait for it to be coined. 

The SPA provided the Treasury the means for increasing those bullion reserves and rapidly 
converting them into circulating silver certificates. The act remained in effect for 30 years, but most 
silver was monetized in two surges: from 1934-37, and from 1945-46. 

Silver Stocks from 1934-1945 
The Treasury's silver monetary reserves in mid-19343 included 504 million silver dollars held 

for outstanding Series of 1928 $1 silver certificates and large-size Treasury notes, and $1.6 million of 
silver bullion received under authority of the 1933 Thomas Amendment and reserved for Series of 1933 
$10 silver certificates. 

Under SPA, Treasury essentially had carte blanche to purchase as much silver as needed and 
issue silver certificates against it. By the end of 1938,4 they had monetized over $1 billion of silver 
bullion, and added another $1 billion of silver certificates into circulation. 

The rapid pace of monetizing silver slowed drastically during World War II. Under the Lend- 
Lease Act of 1941, from May 1943-June 1945 the Treasury loaned 335 million ounces of silver to 
foreign countries5 that otherwise could have been monetized. 

At war's end, silver bullion reserves had increased to $1.5 billion from $1.2 billion in 1939. In 
addition, there were 297 million silver dollars held in reserve. Over the same duration, the stock of 
outstanding silver certificates increased to $1.8 billion from $1.5 billion.6 

Treasury Increases Silver Reserves 
As of June 30, 1945, the Treasury held $1.9 billion of silver reserves for $1.8 billion of 

outstanding silver certificates. An unmonetized $325 million, or 696 million ounces, of silver was 
stored in the general fund.

7 
In July, Treasury Secretary Henry Morgenthau proposed to President Harry Truman to 

monetize half the excess bullion.8  By doing so, the Treasury would accrue a $247 million seignorage 
profit. 
Furthermore, with the nation's economy reeling from war spending, the additional notes would inject 
welcome liquidity into commerce. 

Truman immediately approved Morgenthau's proposal. The Treasury then commenced actions 
that would monetize 300 million ounces of silver by the following June, and put into circulation $388 
million of new silver certificates.9 Concurrently, they issued another $38 million of silver certificates 
against silver reserves liberated from redeemed obsolete silver certificates.10 In just one year the 
outstanding amount of those notes significantly increased by 26%! 

Treasury did this using $1 and $5 silver certificates. The Bureau of Engraving and Printing 
jump- started silver certificate production, which had fallen during the later years of the war. They 
slightly upped $1 production, but they really turned to $5s for meeting Morgenthau's demand. 

The Bureau hadn't certified any new $5 silver certificate plates since February 1943, and hadn't 
used any on the presses since June 1944. They started sending long-dormant Series of 1934A $5 plates 
to press beginning in August 1945, and continued doing so until October 1946. They also began 
certifying new Series of 1934B Julian-Vinson plates in January 1946.11 

All of this effort led to the delivery of 51,360,000 $5 silver certificates in fiscal year 1946,12 

for a total $289 million--nearly 75% of the Treasury's increased value of circulating silver certificates. 
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Congress Ends Silver Money 
The Treasury continued adding to their silver reserves until 1961, but the amount accumulated 

during those 15 years was only $343 million13
--smaller than that monetized in 1945-46! 

By 1962, growing industrial and commercial interests for silver had increased the market value 
to near the Treasury's traditional monetary value of $1.2929 an ounce. Once the monetary value was 
exceeded, the Treasury would lose money as people redeemed silver certificates for silver dollars that 
now contained more than a dollar's worth of silver. 

Realizing this, Congress began debating the benefits of continuing to use silver as a monetary 
reserve. They finally pulled the plug on June 4, 1963, with Public Law 88-36 that repealed the Silver 
Purchase Act and ended the issuance of additional silver certificates. The Treasury would continue to 
retain silver reserves to redeem outstanding silver certificates. 

Four years later, Congress ended the redemption of silver certificates with any kind of silver 
with Public Law 90-29 of June 24, 1967, beginning one year after the law took effect. Starting June 24, 
1968, and thereafter, outstanding silver certificates would be redeemed only with fiat money--money 
backed only by the public's faith in the government. In 1964, that would have been Federal Reserve 
notes or U.S. notes. 

Silver Purchase Legacy 
Under SPA, the Treasury eventually accumulated over $2 billion of silver bullion reserves and 

placed an equivalent amount of silver certificates into circulation. On this, the act resembled an 
ambitious and generous monetary program. In truth, it simply created a guaranteed market for domestic 
silver subsidized by the U.S. government. This generated steady profits for the Treasury as they 
monetized silver at $1.2929 that they had purchased for less than $1 an ounce!14 

On the surface, Morgenthau's proposal appeared a valiant effort to increase the money supply, 
but his true intention was to book the quarter billion dollars in profit from monetizing the silver. Near 
the end of a very turbulent and destructive war, the money became part of the massive federal spending 
then being undertaken that stimulated the U.S. economy, and would finally lift the country out from the 
Great Depression. 
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